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QUESTION 1

Examine the following snippet of code from the DECLARE section of PL/SQL 

DECLARE 

Cust_name VERCHAR2 (20) NOT NULL : = `Tom Jones\\': 

Same_name cust_name%TYPE: 

Which statement is correct about the above snippets of code? 

A. The SAME_NAME variable inherits only the data type from the CUST_NAME variable. 

B. The SAME_NAME variable inherits only the data type and default value from the CUST_NAME variable. 

C. The SAME_NAME variable inherits the data type, constraint, and default value from the CUST_NAME variable. 

D. The SAME_NAME variable inherits only the data type and constraint from the CUST_NAME variable resulting in an
error 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the following PL/SQL code: The server output is on for the session. Which statement is true about the
execution of the code? 

A. The code executes successfully and gives the desired output. 

B. The code generates an error because the EMP_RECORD variable is not declared. 

C. The code generates an error because the cursor is not opened before the FOR loop. 

D. The code generates an error because the loop does not have the exit when clause. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 3

View the Exhibit and examine the blocks of code that you plan to execute. 

Which statement is true about the blocks of code? 

A. All the blocks execute successfully and the anonymous block displays123cant: 4545cnt: 45. 

B. All the blocks execute successfully and the anonymous block displays123cut: 045cart: 1. 

C. The anonymous block gives an error because the function invocation in line 2 is not valid. 

D. The procedure creation gives an error because the function invocation in line 1 is not valid. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true about the %ROWTYPE attribute? (Choose two.) 
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A. It is used to declare a record that can hold multiple rows of a table. 

B. The attributes of fields in the record with the %ROWTYPE attribute can be modified manually. 

C. The attributes of fields in the record take their names and data types from the columns of the table, view, cursor, or
cursor variable. 

D. It ensures that the data types of the variables that are declared with the %ROWTYPE attribute change dynamically
when the underlying table is altered. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two tasks should be created as functions instead of as procedures? (Choose two.) 

A. Reference host or bind variables in a PL/SQL block of code 

B. Tasks that compute and return multiple values to the calling environment 

C. Tasks that compute a value that must be returned to the calling environment 

D. Tasks performed in SQL that increase data independence by processing complex data analysis within the Oracle
server, rather than by retrieving the data into an application 

Correct Answer: CD 
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